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T

he corpse’s left eye squinted at me from mere
centimeters away. Decomposition lent her face
an increasingly inscrutable expression; the first
time I’d regained consciousness, when I found myself tied
to her, she looked like she had died in terror. After a while,
she started leering at me, as if she had reached the place
where I was going and took perverse pleasure from the
thought that I would join her there soon. Now, having had
her moment of amusement at my expense, she meditated;
beneath thousands of dainty auburn braids, her face hung
slack, bloated and discolored, the skin loosening. Threads
of drool hung spiderwebbish from her gaping mouth. Her
eyes, dry and sunken and filmed over beneath swollen lids,
still stared directly at me.
For a while, when I’d been hallucinating, the corpse had
talked to me. She’d whispered that they would come back
and throw me out an airlock, into the hard vacuum of deep
space; that my vile mother was stalking me; that I could

never run hard enough or far enough to find freedom —
that death would be my only freedom. But my mind was
clear now. No hallucinations. No talking corpses. Just me
and horrible pain and aching, tantalizing thirst and a stench
that even several days of acclimatization couldn’t minimize;
the stink of decomposition, of piss and shit, of the
gangrene that I suspected was starting in on my right leg.
Me … and all of that … and the body of the young woman
who had waited on me during my business dinner with
Peter Crane in the members-only club Ferlingetta.
I think it’s important not to overlook her. She and I, after
all, were sisters of a sort. Kindred spirits. She was dead, and
I was almost. We were bound together by our plight, and
by flexible moleibond-braid wrist restraints that had been
spot-grafted to our skin. And I figured we were where we
were because we had something more than that in
common. I didn’t know what, but something.
I guessed that I had been without water for almost three
days. I could see the shifting of the station’s light cycles
through the slats in the narrow metal door against which
my rotting companion and I leaned. I recalled two separate
spans of darkness and two of light. Two days that I knew of,
plus whatever time I’d spent unconscious, and that felt like
a lot. The gag in my mouth — permeable to air moving in
but not to air moving out, so that I wouldn’t suffocate as
long as I could exhale through my nose — didn’t prevent my
tongue from turning into an enormous ball of hot sand. The
worst thing was that my thirst didn’t distract me at all from
my pain.

I hurt — but such plain words cannot convey the depth
of my agony. Fire stabbed through my right side, a fire that
burned hotter and more horribly with every breath I took.
I’ve had broken ribs before, and I had them again.
Whoever did this to me had fractured most of the bones in
my right ribcage. My right hand throbbed, and when I tried
to move it, the fingers didn’t respond. Perhaps my attackers
jumped on it until they felt the bones give way and grind
themselves into pulp. If that wasn’t what they did, it was
what it felt like they had done. A million needles buried
themselves deep in my thighs; my lower legs throbbed as
if they had swollen beyond the capacity of the flesh to stay
together and as if they would now burst. My left leg was
bent so that my knee jammed into the metal wall behind
the corpse, while my broken right leg twisted backward at
an angle so acute the shards of my lower femur poked
forward from above where my kneecap should have been
like fingers trying to claw their way out my swollen, tattered
flesh.
I wondered if Badger would ever find me. I didn’t think
he would find me alive. Not anymore. But I didn’t want him
never to know what had happened to me.
I beat my head against the metal door jammed up
against my right side, and listened to the booming echoes
thundering away into a cavernous, uncaring silence
beyond. The first time I came around, I’d pounded myself
into a stupor trying to get free or to get someone’s
attention. But whoever had grabbed me had made sure I
wasn’t getting out on my own … and equally sure that no
one would wander along and rescue me.

My attempts at screams for help came out as throaty
little whimpers, my thunderous head-banging left nothing
but unbroken silence in its wake, and finally, with my head
throbbing and flashing lights whirling behind my eyelids, I
gave in and let darkness descend.
Giggling woke me.
The corpse was staring at me, but now she was awake,
too. The warmth of our tiny cell hadn’t done her any good.
“You’re dead,” she told me. “Just like me. Now that we’re
both dead, they’re going to come back and break your
bones and suck out your marrow. They’re going to eat your
body, and drink your blood, and beat drums with your
bones.”
Delightful. It was so nice to have company.
“Nobody’s going to rescue you,” she told me, and her
grin grew wider. “It’s too late for that. You and I will never
tell our secrets.”
I knew all about my secrets; I hadn’t planned on telling
them anyway. But I did wonder what hers were. I tried to
ask her — subvocalized around the gag, but she just
laughed at me.
“That’s why we’re here. We had such juicy secrets.”
I hated being dead. I hadn’t wanted to die, and I really
hadn’t wanted to die at twenty-eight, beaten, shoved into a
locker with a snide corpse, and deprived of the chance to
make twenty million rucets.
That money would have let me pay off the loan on my
ship, a refitted single-crew fantail corsair with a full-sized
cargo hold and berths for twelve, a ship I’d named Hope’s
Reward.

And all I’d had to do for the money was find a missing
yacht, Corrigan’s Blood, that had belonged to Peter Crane,
the owner of Monoceros Starcraft, Ltd., and bring it back.
The corpse flashed a wide smile; it kept growing wider
as her face started to rip. The bones bulged out, and her
jaws came at me, teeth gnashing. I heard them whirring
and clicking and thumping … clicking … thumping …
whirring …
I beat my head against the door again. Pounded it hard,
trying with all my strength to break free from the hungry,
grinning corpse, fighting with everything in me …
Whirring … clicking … thumping … whirring …
Outside of our cell! Those sounds came from outside of
our cell. They were the first I’d heard in days. A bot. That
wasn’t her teeth, it was a bot. I pounded my head harder,
and was rewarded with the sound of metal tapping on
metal. The bot’s sensors had picked up the noise, and now
it was investigating. I could hear its arms working the latch
that held the door closed.
It beeped and whirred and tapped and scraped, and
nothing happened.
Too late anyway, of course — I was already dead. But at
least Badger would know what had become of me.
I kept making as much noise as I could. Moments
passed, while the bot sat outside the locker, grumbling to
itself and tapping and twisting at the latch. And then I
heard the sound of running feet. Human feet. Someone
had looked up when the auto-bot reported a problem with
one of the lockers, had heard the sounds my struggles
through its sensors, and had come to help. I hoped.

“Oh, my God! What a stink!” a male voice said.
I beat my head against the metal and made such noises
as the gag allowed. From the other side, I heard tools
working on the door. “Shit. Hold on,” he said. I stopped
beating my head on the door, and was surprised how
much better that felt. Tiny lights flashed behind my eyelids
and a red haze of pain throbbed inside of my skull. The
man added, “I’ll get you out. Someone has … spot-sealed
the metal … but I can break the seals.” I could hear him
straining in between words, fighting the door.
Then something clanged, and the door flew open, and
bright light and cool clean air blew across my face – and my
friend and I flopped sideways onto the floor. Hard floor.
Why didn’t anyone ever make floors soft and spongy? The
pain in my arm and leg and ribs and head got a lot worse
when I hit.
When I twisted left, I could see my rescuer standing
over me. Metallic bronze Melatint skin, wave-cut
Chromagloss silver hair, gold-flashed teeth, coppersheen
eyes. Very stylish. Badger would approve, I thought. My
rescuer held the collar of his work-suit over his nose and
mouth with one hand, and worked at the flash-grafted gag
in my mouth with a laserclip he held in the other.
When he pulled the gag free, he lunged back and
leaned against the lockers some distance from us, and
puked on the floor. The bot clicked and chuckled its
annoyance at him and cleaned up the mess as he made it.
It had been shoveling out the floor of the locker until his
accident; when he finished, it went back to its previous
work.

“Who are you?” he asked. He kept his face tucked
behind his collar, and his cloth-muffled voice sounded
weak and thready.
“We’re dead,” I told him, but even without the gag, the
words didn’t really come out. “We’re dead,” I said to my pal
the cadaver, and she stared right through me, her bones
once again inside her skin and her grin gone. She was
pretending she couldn’t hear me, and I was annoyed
enough with her that if I could have kicked her, I would
have.
The dockworker watched my lips move for a moment,
then shook his head. “Never mind. Reju on the way.” His
eyes were watering; the tears that rolled down his cheeks
were normal-looking. I was disappointed. I’d almost
expected him to cry gemstones.
I heard the approach of a reju, and the voices of men
who would undoubtedly be space port controllers: sporcs.
And I heard Badger’s voice raised over theirs. Good old
Badger. He’d been searching for me. Hadn’t given up.
Probably had links up to all the official coms, doing a little
unofficial listening. When the report of bodies in a locker
flashed across his compac, he came fast.
While the sporcs took care of my friend, the reju
attendants loaded me into the long, sleek gray portable
cellular rejuvenation unit: the medichamber. I kept telling
them not to bother, that I was dead already. They weren’t
listening. Nobody listens to a corpse.
I saw Badger leaning over me, asking me things I
couldn’t answer; heard him tell the officers that this was his
captain, Cadence Drake; saw them nod and point from me

to the other corpse … and then the reju lid came down
over my head and I felt the needles and tubes snake into
place.
Can’t reju a corpse, I thought. Can’t.
Can’t.
Liquids flowed through my veins. Sprayers washed my
skin, and replaced the unspeakable stink with a sweet scent
that I recognized from too many previous reju stays as
Meadow #2. I preferred designer washes like Talisman or
Savage Lust, but at least the stocker hadn’t filled the spray
tank with Lilac. I don’t know what a Lilac is or was, but
anything that stickily, sappily sweet ought to have been
consigned to deep space, along with whoever made it.
My head cleared. The hallucinations went away. I wasn’t
dead after all; I’d hung on long enough; I had beaten my
abductors and I was going to live.
Since I was going to live, I thought it might be nice not
to feel like the inside of an afterburner. I kept hoping for a
shot of zorphin, which would have made me groggy and
happy and would have chased away the pain, but the
sporcs would want to talk with me … and zorphin would
make that process difficult.
Badger leaned over the reju and smiled through the
faceplate at me. “I’m glad you made it, Cady. Really glad. I
thought I’d lost you.” His voice crackled through the
speakers, but even with the distortion, I could feel his
emotions. Fear, relief … maybe love.
“You aren’t going to lose me,” I told him.
Badger worried the inside of his lower lip with his teeth
for a moment, then nodded. “What happened?”

I gave him as much of a grin as my cracked lips and
battered face would allow, and said, “We got the job.”
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Chapter 1 — The Forest by Night
Something scratched at the window, but I pretended
not to hear it. “True dark is here,” I told my brother Danrith.
The yervi is attending Mama, the younglings are all in bed.
Uncle Banris must be locked inside the study again—-I’ve
heard nothing of him since twilight.
“We can’t go yet,” Dan told me. “Something is
outside the window. And I hear whispering.”
“No you don’t.”
“I do, though, Genna,” he said. I heard the pleading
in his voice. “I hear nightlings. They’re saying, ‘Come.
Hurry, children. There is but little time.’ Nightlings. And on
Offering Night.”
I gave him a stare I hoped would still his flapping
tongue. “Since we plan to go out, and since we plan to
hurry, both we and your nightlings will get want they want.”

He clutched at my sweater, knit by Mama for me when she
was still well, imbued with her love and a handful of spells.
I pulled away from him, and he whispered, “We can’t just
give ourselves to them.”
I turned on him, instantly and unreasonably angry. I
heard what he heard, I knew he was telling the truth. But it
didn’t matter. “Stop it!” I whispered, not wanting to warn
Uncle Banris that we were anywhere but in bed. “Do not
give me your stories tonight! We have this one chance to
save Mama—-this one night, Danrith Caersson of High
House, and barely enough time to get out and get what we
need and slip back inside before Uncle Banris catches us.
We don’t have time for omens and portents and creatures.
Nor for waiting nightlings come to spirit us away.”
I grabbed his shoulders and stared into his eyes—-at
the same level as mine, though he is two years younger
than me—-and said, “By next month’s Offering, she’ll be
dead, Dan. It’s now, or not at all.”
He stood before me, quiet, with huge, frightened
eyes. After a long moment, he nodded. “I’m taking Papa’s
sword,” he said.
“You can’t. Just by being outdoors tonight, we risk
breaking the treaty. If you carry a weapon, we might as well
declare war.”
My brother looked at me out of the corner of one
eye and said, “Let it go, Gennedara Yihannisdattar of High
House, if you want to be naming true names. The
nightlings are not our only danger. The ghost said I’d need
it.” He pulled Papa’s sword from behind the shelf of Papa’s
common-law books, where it did not belong.

So he had been planning on saddling us with it all
along.
I would have fought him over the bringing of the
sword, but first, the noise might have caught the attention
of Uncle Banris, and since Papa disappeared, Uncle had
turned strange and frightening. We did not want his
attention. And second, we had no time to argue.
So I turned my back on Dan and gathered pails, spikes,
taps, and mallet, and told him, “Get the white staff.” And
then I unbarred the heavy oak door and stepped out into
darkness and silence.
The full moon had not yet risen over the treetops,
luckily for us. Light slipped between cracks in the barredclosed shutters of our house and the other houses in the
village. Barns, too, were shut up and locked for the night,
all the animals tucked safely away with someone inside to
make sure the doors stayed closed. Not a single villager
moved outside their houses, nor would they until the sun
touched the horizon in the morning. This was Offering
Night, and anything left out might disappear in the
morning.
Including Dan and me. But we didn’t have any other
choices.
So we walked to the forest by moonlight, my brother
and I, into the heart of the nightlings’ domain.
"You should have told the servants to take the pails
and gather the sap by daylight," Danrith said as we crept
through the maze of trees. "I can hear things moving out
here."

"You think they would listen to me? They listened to
Papa before he disappeared. But with Mama so sick, the
servants don't bring anything back anymore." I sounded
frustrated, I realized. "They take everything they gather for
their own families, and say the trees weren't generous.
And Mama will die if we don't get the sap. Or wander
away some night like Papa did, and die where we’ll never
find her."
In the spring, in the hardwood forest to the west of
Hillrush, which is our village, the sap begins to rise. And in
the ancient, deep-rooted taandu trees, magic rises with it,
rich and strong and vital. Mama, who is the village yihanni
still, though she is so ill, uses the taandu sap to weave
protections for the whole village against the nightlings, and
spins out blessings over new babies, and wardings around
children on their True Name days, and childgifting for
couples newly married, and a hundred other things. The
village healers, the yerva, make medicines with it to keep
people and livestock and crops healthy. Our Papa's longtime best friend, who has always been Uncle Banris to us,
and who took Papa's place as Caer of Hillrush when Papa
caught the saku, before he lost his thoughts. Before he lost
himself. Uncle Banris deals with the other villages and the
capital, as well as with the nightlings who haunt the world
after sunset. He sets up trades when we have more taandu
sap — or any other thing — than we need, or when we
haven't enough, and offers justice in the village, as Papa
once did — though Papa was beloved and Uncle has
become despised.

Among other things, we trade in taandu sap, since
Hillrush sits next to the Nightling Forest, and since the sap
is so important to the humans of Aeiring. Once a year, for
three short months, everyone who is old enough and who
can walk and carry pails goes into the forest to tap the
taandu trees; we harvest the sap which will be the village's
magic until the next year. We harvest by day, because of
rule, covenant, and promise. It's as well, truly. In daylight
the sap runs clear, and in daylight the forest is mostly safe —
though not safe enough for children.
Not even the Mama or the yerva enter the forest by
night.
"They’re whispering again," Dan insisted.
The wooden pails banged against my left leg, and
the mallet and taps in them rattled. I held my spike — which
I would use to make holes in the tree's bark — tighter. The
dirt road that led into the forest glowed in the moonlight.
Shadows moved across it, seemingly unconnected to
anything in the real world. The chill in the air raised
gooseflesh on my arms, and the soft, irregular rustling and
clacking of grasses and branches made it seem we were
not alone. But we could not go back to the house without
at least two full buckets of sap that I could boil down to
make into a healing syrup for Mama. We couldn't. So I
lied.
"I don't hear anything," I told Dan.
He was twelve, old enough to apprentice in a man’s
work — and he was apprentice caer, though Uncle had not
bothered to teach him as Papa had. But Danrith hated the
darkness much more than I; he slept on the floor near the

hearth at night, not for the warmth but for the light.
"Genna, you need not pretend. I'll not run home and leave
you here alone. But I'm going to draw the sword."
"You can't." I turned to glare at him. "If you walk in
the forest with blade drawn and unprovoked, you'll declare
war."
"And if I don't, and if the nightlings have already
declared war, we'll die, and if we die, that will be the end of
Mama, too. And then who will care for Ebecka and Lil, and
Morith and the twins?"
“We have to live through this,” he said. His voice
sounded sullen.
"You must keep the promise. We travel under
nightling mercy right now. If they attack us, draw the
sword. That's forgivable. But you won't have to. They, too,
have much to lose by breaking covenant. They’ll lose
Offering Night for one thing. When we get to the first
untapped tree, we'll stand back to back, and I'll hold my
spike tightly, and you will keep your hand on the sword hilt.
And we'll stand like that until the moon begins to set and
we have to leave. We’ll be safe enough."
He gave me a narrow-eyed look I didn’t like at all.
But I was oldest, and as long as I was the oldest person
around him, my word was rule. He would obey me, and he
would abide by rule and covenant — at least long enough
to get us well into trouble. In his eyes, though, I saw that
rule, covenant, and promise would fall by the way the
instant he thought us in danger, and the village would find
itself at war next morning and never know why.

We live uneasily side by side with the nightlings.
They hold the heart of the forest and the southern
meadows, and graze their beasts by moonlight there, and
even in the full dark. We hold all of the village and fields of
Hillrush, and the meadows to the north, and the edges of
the forests. Our people and the nightlings trade without
meeting each full moon; the caer — once Papa, now Uncle
Banris — and the yihanni — still our Mama — renew our
covenant with the kai-lord of the nightlings, agreeing to a
fair exchange of our goods for theirs, and the caer, now
Banris, signs the covenant and he and the kai-lord of the
nightlings renew the promise for the next ten years. The
promise is that our peoples will not cross into each other's
territories with weapons bared, that we will act as
neighbors, and that we will not travel at all through the
heart of each other's domains uninvited.
So we live by Rule, which is simple:
Mankind is Sunkind
And rules by the light;
Sun's rise to sun's set,
No less and no more.
Nightlings are Moonkind,
And rule in the night;
Sun's set to sun's rise,
Or there will be war.
And we adhere to covenant, which is the treaty
hammered out by Sunkind and Moonkind, by daylings and
nightlings, after the bloodiest war the world had ever seen.

And we keep our promise, which is our peace. But we live
nervously.
Dan has always sworn he heard nightlings
whispering outside our windows after dark. Papa always
told him not to worry about it. Uncle Banris says Dan is a
liar, and that nothing he says is to be heeded. Dan stays by
fire and light, and sleeps lying atop an old sword he took
from Papa's chest after ... well, after. And when he sleeps,
he talks in a stranger’s voice.
He and I moved under the canopy trees, into the
deeper dark of the forest, but careful not to leave the road..
Because the trees had not yet leafed out, moonlight still
reached us, but the shadows grew livelier and more
numerous.
Dan started looking around. "Not yet," I told him.
"We have to find a big, old tree. Otherwise, we won't get
enough sap tonight to do any good. We won’t get a
second chance to just walk out of the village."
"It's not going to do any good anyway," Dan said.
"When we take our two buckets of sap to one of the yerva,
she'll see that it's dark instead of clear, and she will know
what we've done. And she won't touch it."
This was true. But we weren’t going to a yervi,
something I hadn’t yet told Dan. "I'll boil the sap down to
syrup for her myself," I said. “And I’ll spell it.” I had
determined that my mother was going to live no matter
what I had to do to make it so. Papa was gone where he
could not look out for Mama, and Uncle Banris frightened
me. When he called me to bring him something, I did not
like the look in his eyes as he regarded me. Mama still had

clear times, also had a way of appearing silently from
around corners that kept Uncle Banris careful around me
and my sibs, but if Mama died not only would I lose her,
but I would have to flee our home and our village, and take
my younger brothers and sisters with me. I would not trust
their safety to Banris's care without Mama around.
Dan and I pushed deeper into the forest, away from
the young trees at the edge, until the forest cut off any view
of the meadow behind us. And now I clearly heard voices
— whispers from the trees above us, and from the forest to
either side of us. I clenched my spike so tightly my hand
hurt, and my fingers felt like they would never straighten
again once I let go.
Dan said nothing now, and neither did I, but we
looked at each other, and could see our own fear reflected
in each other's eyes.
Dan nodded to a massive old taandu tree just
ahead, and we picked up our pace. He planted our white
pole in the road, hammering it into the dirt with the mallet.
The white pole serves two purposes — it marks the road for
those who must step into the true forest, and it reminds the
nightlings of covenant and promise. We are your
neighbors, it says. Under duress, we have your word for
our safety.
Dan began to unreel the string tied to the white staff.
Then we stepped off the road then, onto the pillowed,
sweet-scented loam of the true forest. The sound of our
footsteps faded to our own ears, and the voices grew
louder. We did not look for the nightlings; we knew from

stories that we would never see them unless they chose to
be seen. We knew, though, that they watched us.
At the tree, we put down our buckets, and I held the
spike steady with both hands. Dan hammered it in, making
a hole big enough to fit one of our taps.
"This is harder than I thought it would be," he said.
"It goes in the depth of a finger," I told him.
"It may. But the tree is made of iron, I swear."
We kept at it, and I saw the last of the black
disappear, and the white line on the spike go flush with the
bark.
"Stop. This one is ready."
We loosened it with the bucket-peg attached to the
bucket for just that purpose, and even so, still needed both
of us pulling with our full weight to free the spike. Dan put
the tap in, and we hooked our first bucket over the hook at
the end.
"One more," I said.
The tree fought the next spike just as hard, and we
stood damp with sweat when sap finally started to flow into
our other bucket.
We looked at the moon. It had not yet reached its
midpoint in the sky — we had a lot of darkness still before
us. "Back to back," Dan said. "And touching, so that
nothing comes between us.
We leaned against the tree so that we were guarded
on one side. Our backs touched, as did the backs of our
heads. I could hear Dan's breathing, as quick and nervous
as my own, and I could only wish to see the moon race
across the sky. Dawn could not arrive fast enough for me.

Above us and around us, the voices grew shrill.
Words we did not understand, cadences alien to our ears,
emotions that echoed of anger and fear — but who among
the nightlings would fear us? Who would be angry with
us? They didn't know us. We weren't anyone. We weren't
even adults.
Then the forest fell silent. All the voices stopped,
and with them, the breeze through the trees and the
mutterings of the birds and the calls of hunting animals. All
the night froze, and neither Dan nor I dared remark on it.
We were so frightened, I could hear neither his breathing
nor my own. Beside us, from both taps, dark sap dripped
into wooden buckets with a hollow echoing "plink, plink"
that seemed in the terrifying stillness to be as loud as the
ringing of bells.
We waited, knees trembling and mouths dry,
crowding close to each other like cornered lambs trapped
away from their mothers.
"Don't draw the sword," I whispered to Dan, so low I
feared he might not hear me. "Not yet."
"I won't," he said. "Unless they come after us."
A pause, and the forest seemed to breathe in. And
then, a musical voice above us. "I will not come after you. I
wish only to speak with you, but with my own safety
guaranteed."
We could never mistake that voice as human. Not
ever. Notes layered over notes, low tones and high in the
same syllable, as if the speaker had several voices that
chimed in harmony. A lute player strikes one string and
many vibrate in sympathy — and a nightling speaks, and

music happens. I love to sing, but hearing the nightling's
voice, I thought I would never sing another note.
"So long as you don't attack us, we will guarantee
your safety," I said.
"Then I will come down and speak with you. Should
you harm me, you'll die before you draw a second breath,
and we'll overrun your village and slaughter everyone in it
before the sun rises."
"We know rule, covenant, and promise," Dan said,
and I could hear an edge of anger in his voice.
A silence. Then the nightling dropped to the ground
beside us, a few steps away from the tree and just beyond
our reach. In the darkness, I could see only a pale delicate
oval of a face, a silhouette slender to the point of fragility,
and the centers of two dark eyes, pupils huge and
luminous and reflective as a cat's. "Your uncle, Caer Banris,
broke both covenant and promise. And this is why your
people die."
I turned, and shook my head. "He's not our blood
uncle — he was our father's best friend. And now he is the
caer. But he keeps rule, covenant, and promise."
The nightling uncovered a tiny crystal that hung
about her neck, and pale light surrounded her. She had
skin white as new-fallen snow, and hair the gold of
buttercups — it stood out from her head like dandelion
puffs just before the wind blows them away. She stood a
head shorter than me, and wore a boy's breeches and
jerkin and high, wrap-laced boots — but I could no more
have mistaken her for a boy than I could have mistaken my
beautiful mother for one.

I felt, oddly, that I knew her, which was nonsense, of
course, for nightlings and humans were forbidden to meet.
But still, the feeling persisted.
She said, "Banris of Greathaven, now caer of Hillrush,
went to the kai-lord before the sap run three years ago,
requesting the magic of immortality and power. These are
our magics to give, but we do not share them with your
kind, so our kai-lord told him to go back to his village and
live the life he had earned. But this Banris said that if the
kai-lord could make him caer, and then master of all
Aeiring, he would give the kai-lord two hundred sixty vials
of daylight taandu essence each year — twenty at each
month's trade — and his pick of ten servants from among
your people at Allsummerday, and one ten-square bolt of
purple silk each year in exchange for these secrets, and
swore the lives of the villagers as forfeit should he not keep
his word."
I looked at her, trying to make sense of what she
said. "But the kai-lord told him no, of course."
"The kai-lord loves to bargain, especially when he is
sure to get the better of the deal. He cannot get pure
daylight taandu essence except from humans. The buckets
cannot be placed until the sun has risen fully, and must be
drawn in before it sets — and his nightling slaves cannot
leave Arrienda until the sun falls below the horizon, and
must be back inside the gates before the smallest edge
creeps over the horizon. So he treasured daylight taandu
essence. Nightlings have no means to make purple dyes,
either, so our silks are never purple. And none of your kind

serve with the nightlings by choice, yet the kai-lord and his
court have as much use for servants as any."
"Your kai-lord told him 'yes'," Dan whispered.
"He did."
"Three years ago...." I thought backward. By
Lastday three years ago, Papa had caught the saku, the
plague that struck our village that year, and that now
sickened Mama near to death, and he had grown more and
more confused — seeing things that were not there, crying
in alarm at monsters and ghosts and unspeakable
happenings, eating little, speaking nonsense — until one
night while the moon was full and the rest of the house
slept, he crept out the front door of the house against rule,
covenant, and promise. We never saw him again. I knew in
my heart that he was dead.
Three years ago, taandu sap had run slowly.
Two years ago, it had been even scarcer.
I said, "The sap barely ran at all last year. And what's
more, Uncle Banris knew it would be bad before the first
day of the run started. Warm weather plagued us all
winter, and the spring came unevenly. Two-hundred-sixty
vials — that would have been half the village's magic on a
good year. Neither last year nor the year before were
good years. Nor had Banris the approval of the village
elders to give a single taandu vial away, or to sell a single
one of the villagers into bondage." I grew angry, and my
voice grew louder. "I don't know a thing about purple silk
— I've never seen it, but perhaps Banris the Caer has, or
knows where it might be found."

"He knows. He delivered sap, servants, and silk in
the first year, and servants and silk in the second, but he fell
behind on his payment of taandu sap."
I tried to comprehend that my uncle had sold
people we knew to the nightlings. "Then punish him," I
said.
She smiled — a tiny, knowing expression — and said,
“We would. For he betrayed your father, who was our
friend. The new caer, well, he thinks he’s a friend of the kailord. And the kai-lord ... he’s just waiting for the most
profitable time to destroy Banris. That will certainly come,
but only after the kai-lord has sucked the last embers of life
out of your village.”
Something struck me then. “Wait. You knew my
father? You?”
A faint breeze blew through the trees and rattled
their branches, and I shivered. She looked around warily,
and her voice dropped. “He was helping us. We’re slaves
of the kai-lord. My parents used me as a messenger
because no one pays attention to children, so when they
could get me out of the gates, I and others like me came to
your house by night. Your mother would gift us will spells
and medicine, and your father would teach us the ways of
war and diplomacy. Because of him, we found out we were
once free. Because of him, we are fighting to become free
again.”
I tried to imagine my beloved father as a defier of
the laws, as a covenant-breaker, one of those men against
whom Uncle Banris raged with such fury and such venom.

But I could not see Papa as evil, no matter what he had
done.
The nightling read the confusion on my face, I
suppose, for she said, “There is no evil in freeing slaves.
Slaves are not rightful property. Slaves are captives against
their will, and those who help such captives speak light into
darkness and order into chaos.”
I considered that. It felt true. And I could imagine
those words in Papa’s voice. In fact, as I thought about it, I
could almost believe I was hearing him say them.”
I returned to the subject of the kai-lord and Banris.
“What is Banris’s punishment?” I asked. “For acting
beyond the rights of a caer and for failing to keep his
bargain with the kai-lord?”
“Who knows?” The nightling shrugged. "Your caer
has the secret of immortality now, though he has not fully
paid for it. The kai-lord might have use for such an ally. For
now, he punishes your villagers in the caer’s stead, for the
deal made with a caer is made as well for all of his people.
By rule, covenant, and promise."
"By rule, covenant, and promise," I agreed. And
then the other thing that she said brought itself to the front
of my mind, and I stood there staring at her, feeling my
stomach turning, feeling the world beginning to spin
beneath my feet. "Uncle Banris has the secret of
immortality?"
"Yes."
"He will live forever?"
"If the kai-lord does not destroy him for his failure to
pay, and if the caer makes the necessary sacrifices. If he

lives, Banris will one day rule over all your people as the
maraesh of Aeiring. The kai-lord gave him exactly what he
requested."
"He's immortal," Dan whispered.
"Well.... No. Not yet," the nightling said. "He may
have taken most of the steps in the spell, but he has not yet
completed the final two."
Something about her voice as she said that sent a
chill through my blood, and I said, "What are the final two
steps?"
"Because Caer Banris is childless and cannot sire
children, and because he is without a wife, he must marry a
woman who has children whom the marriage will legally
bind to him as his own offspring. When he has done that,
he must offer blood and breath of his children to the
Nameless One."
Dan and I turned and stared at each other, and I
thought of Banris's cold eyes watching me as I went about
my duties. "Blood and breath of his children," I said, and at
the same time Dan said, "He has to kill one of us to
become immortal?"
"No," the nightling said. "He has to kill all of you."
I slipped my hand into Dan's, and he squeezed hard.
We still breathed. But we breathed because my mother yet
lived, I thought, and still had some sense of where she was.
I knew he had asked her for her bond and troth in
marriage, claiming that he wanted to care for his best
friend's children if anything happened to her. And I knew
she had refused him, swearing that she believed Papa still
lived, and that she had seen him.

Everyone else knew Papa was dead, but Mama, in
her confusion, would not believe it. And now I was grateful
that she had not. As long as she remained strong enough,
she would refuse Uncle Banris. If she died unwed to him,
she would be free of Banris, and we would be free of the
threat, for we would be our father's children alone, not
bound to the man who desired our lives — or more truly,
our deaths.
But Mama was dying, and not slowly. Her will grew
weaker every day, and Uncle Banris now stayed in our
home to oversee Mama’s care, and ours, and each day he
begged her to marry him so that we would not be
orphaned at her death. One day she would be too weak to
refuse him, and the priest apprentice would, out of nothing
but kindness, perform bond and troth because he would
think he would be helping us.
Nor were Danrith and I the only children. At home
five more of us waited, the youngest only two. The caer
watched us all, planning his eternity, and he waited.
"Each night since we realized Banris had no wish to
honor rule, covenant and promise — at least each night we
could slip away — we have come to your house to speak
with you," the nightling said.
I looked at Dan. "They were outside the window."
"We were," the nightling agreed.
We stood in silence for a moment, with only the
dripping of the sap into our two buckets to give the night a
voice. Then the nightling added, "No sap you take back
can save your mother, or any of the others who have fallen

under the kai-lord's curse. They can be saved only if you
bargain with the kai-lord to set them free."
Dan said, “Us? We’re children. The kai-lord would
never speak to us--no bargain we made would be legally
binding.”
“The kai-lord makes his own rules,” the nightling
said. “And he would bargain with you if you offered him
something no one else could give him.”
I asked her, “What would we own that a kai-lord
would covet?”
And my brother said, "What must we do?"
The nightling nodded. "You both have your
mother's ways, and your father's. He was a good caer. If
we did not have the kai-lord we have, your father would still
be with us, and all would be well." She looked sidelong at
the two of us. She didn't move, and doubt surrounded her
like the light she'd wrapped around herself, but at the
same time she looked vaguely hopeful. “Come with me.
Leave your buckets — you will not need them and they
cannot help you. You must speak this night with the kailord."
I did not wish to go deeper into the forest. I did not
like the idea of standing before the most feared of all the
creatures in our world to beg a favor. But some things you
must do when you are the oldest child, with brothers and
sisters who need you and a mother who dies by a traitor's
treachery — the same treachery that stole our father from
us. I did not want to go into the forest.
But I went, and Dan dropped the spool of string that
would have led us back to the road, and went with me.

The moon lay fat and tired along the ridge to the
west by the time we reached the nightlings' home, which
our guide named Arrienda. A great door of carved marble
stood before us, set deep into the side of the hill so that
daylight might never reach all the way to it. On either side
of the doorway, enormous stone stags danced, and astride
the larger one on the right sat a nightling man, his hair a
mane that whipped like a pennant behind him. He held
the moon in one upraised hand, and his stone eyes were
fierce as they stared into mine.
The nightling girl who had led us to this place
rapped once upon the stone with a slender metal rod; the
door rang like a chime.
We waited, and in a moment it split down the center,
and a tall nightling dressed in flowing black, and with face
hooded and hands gloved, stood before us. The girl
slipped through the door and whispered in his ear for a
moment. The hooded nightling nodded, then turned to us.
“Your sword,” he said to Dan. “Else you may not
enter.”
We looked at each other. “I told you not to bring it,”
I said.
He glowered at me, but handed it to the guard. “I
want it back when we leave.”
The guard said nothing. He merely took the sword
and beckoned us inside. The nightling waited, and Dan
and I took deep breaths at the same time and stepped
through the stone arch.
Neither of us forgot that we stood where we did on
the sufferance of the nightlings, nor that our presence in

the heart of their domain could be a breach of covenant
should they decide to forget that they had invited us.
Yet I could feel no evil in the place. Evil born of
magic gives the very air a sour taste, like milk spoiling
nearby. The air in the nightling's barrow smelled sweet; it
carried a light promise of flowers in the meadow, of green
growing things, of the spray from a waterfall.
The floor was solid stone like ours, but shared
nothing except its origins with our homely reed-covered
pavers. Made of blackest marble and polished so
smoothly that we could see the full reflection of the
nightling who led us inward — as if he walked across the
undisturbed surface of a lake — it marked this place in
which we found ourselves as another world entirely from
the one we knew.
The floor dropped and curved to the right, so that
we walked down a long spiral. I caught sight of nearlyconcealed holes in the walls to either side of us, and knew
that eyes watched our progress, and that, likely as not,
weapons tracked us. Should we do anything wrong, we
would die between two blinks of an eye.
We reached a grand cavern after long walking; in
our progress downward, we had passed dozens of
passageways that led off from the spiral we traversed. I
thought many nightlings might live in this one barrow —
and then I got a good look at the cavern, and realized our
little village had to sit within reach of one of the greatest
and most powerful cities in all the world. And it was with
the master of this city that vile Banris had made his bargain.
I could only wonder where he had found the courage.

We continued to follow the nightling who had led us
into this place, but we followed wordlessly. I saw things so
foreign to me I could not guess what they might do. I saw
magic used in ways that none of my own people had ever
dared. I wondered if they had ever even imagined the
possibilities. I thought that if I stayed in this place for one
lifetime — or a dozen — I would never cease to wonder at
the miracles that spread out before me.
But I could not let myself be seduced by beauty.
The nightling finally guided us off of the main
thoroughfare and beneath another arch, this one leading
into a square dominated by a splashing fountain. Beside
the fountain stood a tall, fierce nightling, pale-skinned and
pale-haired as the girl who had brought us to the city. He
played a long, spiral-shaped wooden flute, and the music
he made was deep, and dark, and hypnotic. As he played,
the water in the fountain formed the shapes of dancers,
and swirled and swooped with every note.
"Kai-lord," the black-robed guide called out, and the
master of the city put down the flute he'd been playing and
turned to greet us.
"Whose are these?" he asked, looking Dan and me
up and down as if we were property.
Our guide said, "I do not know their names. But they
are the children the covenant-breaker seeks to bind into
death with his spell. They were wandering in our forest
after dark, but they carried the white staff, and they minded
their manners."

The kai-lord looked both of us over, then said, "They
are the children of Caer Oris of High House and the
yahanni Seldihara?"
“Yes, kai-lord.”
He returned his attention to us. "Your lives are forfeit
under Caer Banris’s contract with me."
I nodded, miserable. I do not think I have ever been
so afraid. Still, I found the courage to stare into his eyes
and say, "Yet since the caer must kill us to complete the
spell you gave him, we would lose nothing and gain much
if you killed us, since killing our brothers and sisters would
become pointless with us dead but not by Banris’s hand."
He watched Dan and me, and for a long,
uncomfortable time he did not speak, so that I thought
perhaps he was deciding he should do just that. Dan had
his hand on the hilt of that sword he carried, but he did not
draw it the slightest bit from its sheath.
Then he chuckled. When he spoke, his words
surprised me. "So you found out about his treachery, did
you? I wondered how long that would take." He smiled at
my brother and me, his eyes warm and kind. "My name is
Letrin Trikantis, which in your tongue means He Who Holds
the Moonroads," he said. "I am kai-lord of all you have
seen, and much that you have not. Welcome to my
domain. Your courage and your honoring of covenant and
promise speak well of you. Perhaps we can make a better
deal than I made with your uncle. Tell me your names."
Names and the telling of names are sacred between
my people and the nightlings, and though no one ever
thought their children would one day exchange names

with a kai-lord or a nightling ward-witch, every child in our
village past the age of speech was taught how it was done.
I said, "I am Gennadara Yihannisdattar of High
House, daughter of Oris, who was the Caer of Hillrush, and
son of the caer before him, and grandson of the caer
before him, and of Seldihara of Far Harbor, the yihanni, and
I am first in the line of their children. Our people have
treated with your people since before Covenant."
"They have indeed," the kai-lord said.
"And I am Danrith Caersson of High House," my
brother said. "My lineage is the same, save that I am
second-born."
"Would you make good on the new caer's promise?"
Letrin asked.
I trembled as I spoke. Nevertheless, I said my piece.
"By his word, Caer Banris bought our father's death and the
deaths of others in our village, and he seeks the deaths of
my mother, my brothers and sisters, and me, whether he
kept his oath or broke it. I would do nothing to save him; I
would not lift one finger to prevent his shame. But if I can
save my mother's life and protect my brothers and sisters
from the evil he would do them all, and spare the rest of my
village, I will do everything within my power to make good
on his word." I looked to Dan, and he nodded.
"I stand beside my sister," he said.
I added, "I must tell you, I know of no source for
purple silk, or even for purple dye. I know of no way to
gather enough sap for two-hundred-sixty vials of essence
save to have our entire village gather it, and I cannot think
they would take my word for it that they must. And we are

all freemen in my village; I cannot offer anyone but myself
as servant to the nightlings, though myself I offer freely."
He laughed softly. "So you will swear to make good
on a traitor's oath, though you have neither the knowledge
nor the skills nor the power to carry through on your
promise."
Dan and I both nodded.
"Knowing that if you failed, you would die first, and
all the rest would still die?"
We nodded again.
"I don't like Caer Banris very much. It's seem he's
rather ... clever ... with clauses. Perhaps," he said softly, and
suddenly I could see no trace of amusement in his eyes,
"you and I can make a different deal, first born."

***
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Contemporary Urban Fantasy Set in
Small-Town Ohio

I finally got home from my night shift at nearly ten
o’clock in the morning. The day felt more like summer than
winter — we were already in the low eighties, with the
temperature expected to go as high as 88℉.
And it was raining about a three on the Florida scale,
which was You’ll get wet crossing the parking lot, but
breathing is no challenge. I got out of my black and white,
and trudged past all the other cars in the parking lot — still
tense, tight, angry. The drug bust that had been the win
that would put me in the lead for my promotion to
detective had been a complete failure. Feeling in the
department was that someone on the inside had tipped off
the dealers that we were coming, but it was my case, so it
was primarily my failure.
The paperwork after everything went wrong had
been… epic.
I didn’t feel like running the three flights of steps, but I
did it anyway because I was determined that I would not let
the shitty day defeat me. I was tired, in a vile mood, and lost
in my own thoughts, so when I hit the third floor landing

and jogged around the blind right to the little condo I
rented, I ran over the old guy.
He yelped and staggered backward, and I grabbed him
to keep him from falling. He stood maybe five and a half
feet, weighed maybe a hundred pounds. I put him
anywhere from a hard-life eighty-five to an “at least he’s still
breathing” one hundred. His complexion was waxy. His
dark eyes in their wrinkly nests were too big for his face,
and he looked like he hadn’t eaten in a while. He wore a
threadbare, out-of-fashion black suit so baggy it suggested
that when he bought it he’d been a much larger man, but it
was clean and had been carefully pressed. White shirt, a
black tie. His hair exactly matched the suit except where
the roots were growing out — and I was betting he dyed it
himself. He carried a ratty old cardboard box entirely
covered by plastic wrap and tape… but no umbrella.
He was soaked, with the thin white fabric of his shirt
clinging so tightly to his skin that I could clearly see his
scrawny little bird chest.
I would have figured him for a member of some church
drumming up business going door to door — except for the
box.
“May I help you?” I said.
And he said, “I doubt it.” And as he said it, the sky
opened up, and what had been rain became Florida Rain™,
a perfect ten on the Non-Hurricane Weather scale, which is
when the sky decides to stand a lake on its side.
Rain in January isn’t all that rare. But Florida Rain™ is
definitely NOT regular January weather.

At the roar of the deluge, the old guy sighed. Shook his
head. Stared at the sheet of water that erased everything
on the other side of the street, but didn’t say a word.
I had no desire to deal with anyone right then — I
wanted to get out of uniform, flop on my couch, drink a
cup of herbal tea, and sleep for a week… but that sigh kind
of put me on his side.
So I repeated The Local Joke. “Wait five minutes and it’ll
change.”
His smile was pained. This was not, then, the first time
he’d heard The Local Joke.
Yes. There’s only one.
Instead, he said, “Are you Victoria Briana Gage?”
And my stomach knotted, because I am… but I don’t go
by my birth name, and hadn’t since I was twelve, and the
thought, Why do you want to know? crawled down my
spine. Worst case, if I had to, I could take him. But he
looked tired and worn out and hopeless, and the way he
held the box made me think it was heavy.
So, on the first opportunity to get this right that I’d since
her death, I broke Mom’s First Rule.
I said, “Yes.”
He closed his eyes, exhaled slowly. I found myself
waiting for the inhalation that was supposed to follow, and
hoping I wouldn’t have to do CPR.
He stared up into my face, and I felt the weight of his
pity wash over me. “I am sorry to inform you that your
grandmother, Margaret Helen Gage, has passed away. I’ve
been looking for you for two years. She left you her house.”
He swayed a little.

I swayed a little.
I could not even begin to tell him everything that was
wrong with his statement, but I figured the least I could do
was give him the bad news while he was sitting down.
“Please come in,” I told him. Unlocked the door, waved
him in ahead of me, and pointed to the ratty little table to
the right. “Have a seat.” I then closed, locked, and deadbolted the door behind us.
He looked frightened.
“I won’t hurt you,” I told him. “This just isn’t a good
neighborhood.”
“None of them have been,” he said wearily, and set the
box down on my beat-up old table. The table creaked.
Heavy box, then. He didn’t look like someone who could
have carried a heavy box up three flights of stairs.
He held out his hand. “You look a lot like your
grandmother. I’m Carl Yeager, her lawyer.”
I shook it. Asked, “How did she die?”
He shrugged. “She just got old. A neighbor found her
back in her garden. She’d been planting tomatoes.”
I blinked back tears. Her garden had been the joy of her
life, and the fact that she’d run out the clock there… was
fitting, I guess — but I choked on my own breathing when I
thought about her back there, alone, dead. So I walked into
the tiny apartment kitchen, which was open to the front
room. Kept an eye on the old man as I poured him a glass
of filtered water, and because he looked half starved, I
pulled two cookies from my cookie jar and put them on a
little paper plate for him. And grabbed a clean kitchen
towel.

He drank the full glass of water in one slow draw, and
when he finished, folded the towel and put the glass on it.
“The table is past the point of noticeable damage,” I
told him. “And doesn’t belong to me. This place is rented
furnished. The towel was just because I thought you might
like to dry off. You look uncomfortable.”
“I’m used to it.” And then he looked me up and down,
slowly. “Why didn’t you come home?”
My shook my head. “Home?”
“New Athens.”
“Mom hated it there.”
That one eyebrow scootched higher. “That’s what she
told you?”
“Well, that… and that Grandma disowned her for
refusing to marry my father.”
He sucked his lips in and his wrinkled old face became
a study in perplexity. That face could have been a painting
by an Old Master — Ancient At Table Figures Square Root of
Thirty-Seven Million Nine Hundred Seven In His Head.
I asked, “What’s puzzling you?”
And he said, “Kathleen Ann always did have an
interesting approach to the truth.”
Two conflicting instincts warred it out inside me while I
kept myself still and quiet. The first was to punch old Mr.
Yeager, pick him up, and toss his ass over the third floor
walkway railing for insulting my mother.
The second was to acknowledge that in the years
following her death, I’d discovered that just about
everything Mom told me had been a howling lie. I decided

to give the old guy a fair hearing before I tossed him out
on his ear.
I took one slow, calming breath. Then said, “My
grandmother disowned us. So why would she leave me a
house?”
He nodded once. Said, “Because she didn’t disown
either of you.”
He picked up one of the cookies, took a little bite of it,
chewed it slowly, and then more slowly, and then so slowly
his mouth almost stopped moving, and I got worried about
him falling over dead in the apartment… until he finally
swallowed. I watched his eyes well up and saw a tear start
working its way down the wrinkled maze of his left cheek.
They’re good cookies. My mother’s recipe. But, really?
Tears seemed a bit extreme.
I guess it depends on how much you like cookies.
Old Guy was clearly an aficionado, which put me a little
more on his side. He put the remainder of the cookie
down. “I never thought I’d taste those again.”
“Again? That was my mom’s Christmas cookie recipe.
One of the few things I have left of her. I make them year
round.”
“That was your grandmother’s recipe. Probably her
grandmother’s, truth be told. She said it had been handed
down for generations.” He sighed. “Why didn’t you come
home, Victoria? The truth.”
And I closed my eyes. Was back again in that last day. I
was twelve, and we were standing in the corridor of a
Social Services office in Fort Lauderdale. The bleak
florescent-lit maze of long halls punctuated by grubby

doors with black plastic nameplates and white letters, the
two-tone walls painted dark and light shades of
government green. And mom, holding my hand, saying we
had to do this.
She brushed my bangs out of my eyes and said,
“Remember, you’re Tori Baker. Baker. The paperwork cost
me a fortune, but it will back you up. Never, ever, tell
anyone your real name.” She looked me in the eye and
said, “Understand?”
I was twelve. I nodded yes, but I didn’t understand.
That had been fifteen years ago.
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